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Abstract: Both static and dynamic ambiguous stimuli representing human bodies that perform
unimanual or unipedal movements are usually interpreted as right-limbed rather than left-limbed,
suggesting that human observers attend to the right side of others more than the left one. Moreover,
such a bias is stronger when static human silhouettes are presented in the RVF (right visual field)
than in the LVF (left visual field), which might represent a particular instance of embodiment. On the
other hand, hemispheric-specific rotational biases, combined with the well-known bias to perceive
forward-facing figures, could represent a confounding factor when accounting for such findings.
Therefore, we investigated whether the lateralized presentation of an ambiguous rotating human
body would affect its perceived handedness/footedness (implying a role of motor representations),
its perceived spinning direction (implying a role of visual representations), or both. To this aim, we
required participants to indicate the perceived spinning direction (which also unveils the perceived
handedness/footedness) of ambiguous stimuli depicting humans with an arm or a leg outstretched.
Results indicated that the lateralized presentation of the stimuli affected both their perceived limb
laterality (a larger number of figures being interpreted as right-limbed in the RVF than in the LVF)
and their perceived spinning direction (a larger number of figures being interpreted as spinning
clockwise in the LVF than in the RVF). However, the hemifield of presentation showed a larger effect
size on the perceived spinning direction than on the perceived limb laterality. Therefore, as we
already proposed, the implicit representation of others’ handedness seems to be affected more by
visual than by motor processes during the perception of ambiguous human silhouettes.

Keywords: human body; ambiguous figures; handedness/footedness; divided visual field paradigm;
lateralized embodiment; optic flow

1. Introduction

In recent studies [1–4], we found that when right- and left-handed subjects were
required to indicate the orientation of ambiguous (in terms of front or back view) figures
representing human silhouettes in the act of performing one-handed manual actions, both
groups reported perceiving the figures more frequently as oriented consistently with a
right-handed movement than with a left-handed movement. Similar findings were re-
ported for dynamic stimuli representing ambiguous human bodies represented in the act
of performing unimanual and unipedal movements [3,5,6]. These results indicate an atten-
tional/perceptual bias toward the right side of the human body and are also consistent with
findings from research investigating the perception of sport actions, according to which the
outcomes of right-limbed movements can be anticipated better than the outcomes of left-
limbed movements [7–13]. Noteworthy, this difference is present regardless of observers’
handedness [7,11], which is in contrast with the proposal that the correspondence between
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observed movements and stored representations could foster action recognition (see [14] for
a review). According to Hagemann [7] and Loffing, Schorer, et al. [9] (see also [8,10,11,13]),
the ability to discriminate left-handed actions would be lower than that to discriminate
right-handed actions (the same would hold true for foot movements), a difference likely
due to a perceptual frequency effect (see also [15]): given that both right- and left-handers
usually play against right- rather than left-handed opponents, the discrimination of right-
handed actions would be easier for both groups in several interactive sports, in agreement
with theories that emphasize the crucial role of visual experience in action perception
(e.g., [16]). From an evolutionary point of view, an attentional and perceptual bias in favor
of right-handed movements might be adaptive in social life because most everyday social
interactions occur with right- rather than left-handed individuals (see also [17] for a more
detailed discussion). Specifically, such a bias would represent a perceptual preference to
attend to the body region most likely including others’ right hand. Given that, compared
with the left hand, the right hand is more used in both communicative and aggressive
behaviors, the bias toward the right side of human bodies would increase the efficiency in
monitoring such behaviors. Further findings in line with a bias toward the right limbs of
human bodies are provided by studies employing biological motion represented through
point-light animations [18]. For example, Thornton et al. [19] (see also [20]) found that a
point-light walker exhibiting equal motion clues to either side, and hence ambiguous in
terms of heading direction, was interpreted more often as right-facing than as left-facing. It
should be noticed that, when a right-facing individual is observed, the right limbs are in
the foreground, and thus such results support the presence of an attentional and perceptual
bias in favor of the right side of others.

The preference for perceiving right-limbed actions did not correlate with the degree of
participants’ handedness in previous studies with ambiguous human body stimuli [1–5,19,20],
and thus it is plausible that such tasks involve relatively more visual than motor pro-
cesses. Nonetheless, there is also some evidence for a role of motor representations,
at least under certain conditions. Indeed, in a series of psychophysical experiments,
de Lussanet et al. [21] clearly showed that rightward-facing point-light walkers were better
identified compared with leftward-facing ones in the RVF (right visual field), whereas
leftward-facing walkers were better identified compared with rightward-facing ones in the
LVF (left visual field). To explain this lateralized facing effect, the authors proposed that the
lateralized embodiment of an observed point-light walker is facilitated when the side of the
visual cortex that processes the stimulus corresponds with the side of the sensory-motor
cortices that process the hemibody seen in the foreground (for consistent findings with
body part stimuli, see [22,23]). Moreover, we found that static human silhouettes with
ambiguous handedness were interpreted more frequently as right-handed in the RVF than
in the LVF [2,4]. Therefore, it is plausible that the hemifield of presentation promotes a
laterally biased perception of ambiguous human bodies on the basis of the motor represen-
tations stored in the more stimulated (i.e., contralateral) hemisphere. However, there is
some evidence suggesting that the hemifield of presentation might also affect the perceived
spinning direction of ambiguous stimuli for other, non-motoric, reasons. In particular,
as already proposed by [24], the usual experience of optic flow (i.e., the motion patterns
of objects in the visual field of the observer; [25,26]) could induce hemispheric-specific
rotational biases when one observes rotating objects with an ambiguous spinning direction.
Indeed, the experience of optic flow (which occurs during walking, running, driving, and
other activities implying a forward motion) is represented by the constant movement of
objects “toward” the observer, but is also analogous to the perception of the motion vectors
on the visible surface of a cylinder rotating CW (clockwise) in the LVF, and of those on
the visible surface of a cylinder rotating CCW (counterclockwise) in the RVF. Specifically,
Alipour and Kazemi [24] found a significantly shorter duration of the CCW perception
when a stimulus (the spinning dancer designed by Japanese web artist Nobuyuki Kaya-
hara; http://www.procreo.jp/labo/labo13.html, accessed on 28 June 2021) was presented
in the LVF rather than in the RVF. Moreover, Burton et al. [27] examined reaction times
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for CW and CCW mental rotations in the two hemifields, showing that CCW and CW
rotations were more efficiently performed in the RVF and LVF, respectively. We point out
that a hemifield-specific rotational bias could also account for previous findings with static
human silhouettes [2–4]. Indeed, a perceptual bias for forward-facing motion exists [28,29]
(see also [30]) that can also induce observers to interpret ambiguous figures consistently
with a forward rather than backward motion [31–33] (see also [34]) and ambiguous human
bodies as front-facing rather than back-facing [1–4,35,36] (for further instances of percep-
tual and attentional advantages for approaching rather than receding stimuli, see [37–41]).
Therefore, the combination of the bias to perceive forward-facing figures (which would be
consistent with an inward rather than outward rotation) and the aforementioned hemifield-
specific rotational bias could increase the proportion of left-sided silhouettes (i.e., those in
which the action is depicted—from the observer’s point of view—on the figure’s left side)
and right-sided silhouettes (i.e., those in which the action is depicted on the figure’s right
side) interpreted as “potentially rotating” inward and CCW (and thus right-handed) in the
RVF and as “potentially rotating” inward and CW (and thus left-handed) in the LVF. The
same hemifield-specific rotational bias could account for de Lussanet et al.’s [21] findings:
when a forward-facing stimulus located in one hemifield approaches (or is approached
by) the observer, it appears to rotate until heading right (through a CCW rotation) or left
(through a CW rotation) in the RVF and LVF, respectively. The same should apply to am-
biguous stimuli (see [42]) because of the aforementioned perceptual bias for forward-facing
motion. Interestingly, the hemifield-specific rotational bias might also account for certain
links observed between perceptual and motor asymmetries (e.g., [43]). In summary, it
has yet to be determined which specific factor is responsible for the tendency to interpret
a larger number of ambiguous human bodies as right-handed in the RVF rather than in
the LVF. Thus, the present study investigated whether the lateralized presentation of an
ambiguous rotating human body affects its perceived handedness/footedness (in which
case, mainly motor representations would be involved) or its perceived spinning direction
(in which case, mainly visual representations would be involved), or both. To this aim, we
used rotating stimuli depicting humans performing unimanual or unipedal movements.

2. Materials and Methods

In agreement with the recommendations by Simmons, Nelson, and Simonsohn [44],
we report how we defined our sample sizes, as well as all manipulations, data exclusions,
and measures in the study.

2.1. Participants

One hundred and twenty-eight subjects (64 females and 64 males; age: 18–39 years)
participated in the study. Specifically, we scheduled the enrollment of eight male subjects
and eight female subjects for each different combination of outstretched limb and response
arrow spinning direction (CW or CCW), position (above or below), and color (red or green;
see Procedure section). All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

2.2. Stimuli

We used two sets of 128 animations obtained from an animation originally created
with the software Poser Pro 2012 (Smith Micro Software Inc., Pittsburgh, PA, USA), which
represented the silhouette of a human male rotating around his vertical axis while maintain-
ing a static posture (in the first set of animations, the silhouette was depicted as standing
on both legs with one arm outstretched and the other arm close to the body; in the sec-
ond set of animations, the silhouette was depicted as standing on one leg with the other
leg outstretched and both arms close to the body; Figure 1). Given that the silhouette is
portrayed in black on a blank background and that no obvious depth clue is available,
the animations turn out to be ambiguous and can be interpreted either as rotating CW (a
percept consistent with an outstretched left arm or right leg in the original animations)
or as rotating CCW (a percept consistent with an outstretched right arm or left leg in the
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original animations). Then, we decomposed each original animation into its 32 constituent
frames and created 64 different versions, each of which depicted a complete rotation of the
silhouette, by reorganizing the 32 frames on the basis of starting frame and order (i.e., from
the 1st to the 32nd and vice versa, from the 2nd to the 1st and vice versa, and so on). Such
an order manipulation permitted to offset any association between spinning direction
and outstretched arm/leg by including two rotation conditions (e.g., see [3,5,6]). In the
first condition, the silhouette turns inward (i.e., “palmward” with reference to the hand
movement and “en dedans”—a term describing a spin in which the ballet dancer turns
toward the supporting leg—with reference to the foot movement). In the second condition,
the silhouette turns outward (i.e., “backward” with reference to the hand movement and
“en dehors”—a term describing a spin in which the ballet dancer turns away from the
supporting leg—with reference to the foot movement). In the “inward” order, the CW
rotation is congruent with an outstretched left arm/leg, whereas in the “outward” order,
the CW rotation is congruent with an outstretched right arm/leg, and vice versa for the
CCW rotation. We set the Poser parameters (e.g., camera distance and camera elevation) so
as to remove—to the extent possible—any potential perspective clue (e.g., relative size and
relative height). However, we mirrored horizontally each frame so as to create a further
set of 64 animations, which permitted to offset the effects of any remaining unwanted
asymmetry or depth cue that might have biased the perception of the outstretched limb
(obviously, this manipulation did not affect the association between spinning direction
and outstretched arm/leg in either order condition/type of rotation; see examples of pos-
sible percepts at https://osf.io/xrn4y/?view_only=cd558b56e03b4ff9a9c54eb16d464040,
accessed on 28 June 2021). The 128 animations of each set of stimuli represented each
possible combination of mirroring, type of rotation (inward or outward), and starting
frame. Furthermore, these 128 final animations were presented once on the right side
of the screen and once on the left side of the screen (after the onset of a fixation cross
remaining in the center of the screen until stimulus offset) so as to obtain 256 trials. At
a 57 cm viewing distance, the frames composing each animation measured about 10.3◦

vertically and, on average, about 3.7◦ horizontally. Half of the participants observed the
first set of animations (silhouette with one arm outstretched) and the other half observed
the second set of animations (silhouette with one leg outstretched).
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Figure 1. Examples of stimuli with an arm outstretched (a,b) and with a leg outstretched (c,d) on the
right (a,c) and on the left (b,d) of the fixation cross.

2.3. Procedure

The experiment was performed with SuperLab 4.0 (Cedrus Corporation, San Pedro,
CA, USA) on a Windows (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA) notebook equipped
with an Intel (Intel Corporation, Santa Clara, CA, USA) processor and a 15.4-inch monitor.
Participants were tested in a quiet room, seated at a 57 cm viewing distance from the
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computer screen, and they were invited to put their hands palms down on the table and
not to cross any body part (i.e., legs, arms, or fingers) throughout the experiment. The
experiment consisted of 256 trials (128 right trials and 128 left trials) in each of which a
black fixation cross presented in the center of a blank screen was followed after 500 ms by
one of the stimuli described previously presented laterally (12.4◦ from the fixation point)
for 2300 ms and then by a couple of colored arrows—one located slightly above and the
other located slightly below the center of the screen—depicting the two possible spinning
directions of the silhouette (Figure 2). Participants were asked to gaze at the fixation point
and to report the perceived spinning direction of the silhouette by pronouncing the words
“ROSSO” (the Italian word for “RED”) and “VERDE” (“GREEN”) according to their percept.
After the participant’s response was recorded by the experimenter, who was seated behind
the participant and pressed the key “R” or “V” on a keyboard connected to the notebook,
the next trial started.
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The first frame of each animation lasted 750 ms, and the remaining 31 frames lasted
50 ms. This expedient was adopted in order to reduce the possible carry-over of responses
between consecutive trials (e.g., see [45], where percept carry-over was observed even
when a 30 s break was introduced after the presentation of each ambiguous spinning
dancer). Moreover, we collected subjects’ responses by using two colored arrows, each
depicting a possible spinning direction, rather than using simple vocal responses such
as “ORARIO” and “ANTIORARIO” (the Italian words for “CLOCKWISE” and “COUN-
TERCLOCKWISE”, respectively), given that the latter response modality turns out to be
rather troublesome for observers (likely due to the difficulty in labeling as CW or CCW
a rotation around an axis that is roughly parallel to one’s own body axis). Before the
experiment, participants were familiarized with the response modality by administering
them a pretest in which they reported—by means of the two response arrows described
above—the spinning direction of a black human silhouette that contained perspective cues
(in particular, the relative size of the hands in distinct positions). Such a pretest permitted
the exclusion from the study of the few subjects who were not able to perform the task.
Each stimulus was shown twice, once to each hemifield, and the stimuli were presented in
a random sequence.

The participant’s face was recorded throughout the experiment by means of the
computer-integrated webcam. This allowed the monitoring of her/his eye movements
in order to discard trials in which she/he moved her/his gaze from the fixation point.
Finally, the participant’s hand preference was assessed by means of the Italian version
of the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory [46]. The study was carried out following the
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guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki, and it was authorized by the Institutional Review
Board of Psychology of the Department of Psychological Sciences, Health, and Territory of
the University of Chieti (protocol code 21003). A written informed consent was provided
by each participant.

2.4. Data Analysis

Twenty-five subjects (15 males and 10 females) were excluded from the analysis due
to problems in video recording, and 2 subjects (both male) were excluded because they
always gave the same response (RED or GREEN). The trials in which subjects moved their
eyes from the fixation point were eliminated, and 7 other subjects (4 males and 3 females)
were excluded because the proportion of displacements exceeded 15%. On the basis of
their laterality score on the Italian version of the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory [46],
the remaining 94 subjects were categorized as right-handers (87 subjects exhibiting a
positive laterality score; range: 0.15/1.00; M = 0.65 ± 0.023 SEM) or left-handers (7 subjects
exhibiting a negative laterality score; range: −0.81/−0.14; M = 0.52 ± 0.076 SEM).

Two different analyses were carried out to test whether (1) the perceived limb laterality
and (2) the perceived spinning direction of the figure were affected by the hemifield of
presentation, the type of rotation, the outstretched limb, participants’ sex, and/or their
interactions. Initially, we computed for each participant eight measures indicating the
number of figures interpreted as right- and left-limbed and eight measures representing the
number of figures interpreted as rotating CW and CCW in any combination of hemifield of
presentation and type of rotation. Then, 2 female participants and 3 male participants were
excluded as outliers because they scored at least 2 standard deviations above or below the
average of their experimental group (arm or leg) in any of the aforementioned measures.
Finally, we performed two repeated-measures analyses of variance (ANOVAs). In the
first, we used participant’s sex (female or male) and the outstretched limb (arm or leg) as
between-subjects factors, and the side of hemifield presentation (right or left) and perceived
limb laterality (right or left) as within-subjects factors. In the second, we used participant’s
sex (female or male) and the outstretched limb (arm or leg) as between-subjects factors,
and the side of hemifield presentation (right or left) and perceived spinning direction (CW
or CCW) as within-subjects factors. As evident in Table 1, coding the percept according
to limb laterality or spinning direction permutes the roles of main effects and interactions
while leaving identical F- and p-values. When needed, we carried out post-hoc t-tests
in order to determine the significant differences (within each set of post-hoc contrasts,
p-values were adjusted according to the Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons).
Participants’ handedness was not included as an independent variable in the ANOVAs
performed due to the low number of left-handers, so participants’ laterality score was
correlated with the percentage of figures interpreted as right-limbed and the percentage of
figures interpreted as rotating CW.

Table 1. Correspondences between the results of ANOVAs with percepts coded according to limb laterality and spinning
direction. Effect size (ηp

2) and observed power (1 − β) for each significant effect (computed for α = 0.05) are also reported.

Factors
Statistics

Perceived Limb Laterality Perceived Spinning Direction

Perceived limb laterality Type of rotation X Perceived spinning direction

F1,85 = 3.994
p = 0.049

ηp
2 = 0.045

1 − β = 0.506

Hemifield of presentation X Perceived
limb laterality

Hemifield of presentation X The type of rotation X
Perceived spinning direction

F1,85 = 5.376
p = 0.023

ηp
2 = 0.059

1 − β = 0.630
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Table 1. Cont.

Factors
Statistics

Perceived Limb Laterality Perceived Spinning Direction

Participant’s sex X Perceived limb laterality Type of rotation X Participant’s sex X Perceived
spinning direction

F1,85 = 7.763
p = 0.007

ηp
2 = 0.084

1 − β = 0.787

Hemifield of presentation X Type of rotation X
Perceived limb laterality

Hemifield of presentation X Perceived
spinning direction

F1,85 = 11.654
p < 0.001

ηp
2 = 0.121

1 − β = 0.921

Type of rotation X Outstretched limb X
Participant’s sex X Perceived limb laterality

Outstretched limb X Participant’s sex X Perceived
spinning direction

F1,85 = 6.002
p = 0.016

ηp
2 = 0.066

1 − β = 0.678

Hemifield of presentation X Type of rotation X
Outstretched limb X Participant’s sex X

Perceived limb laterality
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3. Results

The first ANOVA, which examined perceived limb laterality, showed: a significant
main effect of perceived limb laterality (F1,85 = 3.994; p = 0.049); a significant interaction be-
tween the hemifield of presentation and perceived limb laterality (F1,85 = 5.376; p = 0.023); a
significant interaction between participant’s sex and perceived limb laterality (F1,85 = 7.763;
p = 0.007); a significant interaction between the hemifield of presentation, type of rotation,
and perceived limb laterality (F1,85 = 11.654; p < 0.001); a significant interaction between
the type of rotation, outstretched limb, participant’s sex, and perceived limb laterality
(F1,85 = 6.002; p = 0.016); and a significant interaction between the hemifield of presenta-
tion, type of rotation, outstretched limb, participant’s sex, and perceived limb laterality
(F1,85 = 4.576; p = 0.035). Participants’ laterality score did not correlate with the percentage
of figures interpreted as right-limbed (n = 89; r = −0.037; p = 0.727).

Participants perceived a larger number of right-limbed (M = 51.54%) rather than left-
limbed figures (M = 48.46%). However, this difference held true in the RVF (right-limbed:
M = 52.54%; left-limbed: M = 47.46%; t88 = 2.675, p = 0.018) but not in the LVF (right-limbed:
M = 50.55%; left-limbed: M = 49.45%; t88 = 0.558, p = 1). Moreover, a larger number of
figures were interpreted as right-limbed in the RVF than in the LVF (t88 = 2.227, p = 0.028;
Figure 3).

Male participants perceived a larger number of right- (M = 54.01%) rather than left-
limbed figures (M = 45.99%; t39 = 4.152; p < 0.001), whereas no difference was observed
in female participants (right-limbed: M = 49.53%; left-limbed: M = 50.47%; t48 = −0.368;
p = 1). Moreover, the number of figures interpreted as right-limbed was larger for male
than for female participants (t87 = 2.695; p = 0.008; Figure 4).

In the LVF, participants perceived a larger number of right- (M = 58.08%) rather than
left-limbed figures (M = 41.92%; t88 = 3.164, p = 0.009) in the outward-rotation condition
and a larger number of left- (M = 56.99%) rather than right-limbed figures (M = 43.01%;
t88 = 2.613, p = 0.042) in the inward-rotation condition. In the RVF, no difference was
observed in both the outward- (right-limbed: M = 49.07%; left-limbed: M = 50.93%;
t88 = −0.382, p = 1) and inward-rotation condition (right-limbed: M = 56.01%; left-limbed:
M = 43.99%; t88 = 2.210, p = 0.119). Moreover, participants perceived a larger number of
right-limbed figures in the RVF (M = 56.01%) than in the LVF (M = 43.01%; t88 = 3.490,
p = 0.002) in the inward-rotation condition and a larger number of right-limbed figures
in the LVF (M = 58.08%) than in the RVF (M = 49.07%; t88 = 2.678, p = 0.018) in the
outward-rotation condition. Finally, in the LVF participants perceived a larger number of
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right-limbed figures in the outward-rotation condition (M = 58.08%) than in the inward-
rotation condition (M = 43.01; t88 = 3.108, p = 0.005), whereas no difference was observed
in the RVF (outward rotation: M = 49.07%; inward rotation: M = 56.01%; t88 = −1.443,
p = 0.305; Figure 5).
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Figure 3. Percentage of figures interpreted as right- and left-limbed according to hemifield of presentation. Note: LVF, left
visual field; RVF, right visual field.
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Figure 4. Percentage of figures interpreted as right- and left-limbed according to participant’s sex.
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Figure 5. Percentage of figures interpreted as right- and left-limbed according to type of rotation and hemifield of
presentation. Note: LVF, left visual field; RVF, right visual field.

In the inward-rotation condition of the leg-outstretched version of the experiment,
male participants perceived a larger number of right-limbed figures (M = 57.99%) compared
with female participants (M = 42.86%; t46 = 3.060; p = 0.015), and no significant difference
was observed between male and female participants in the number of figures interpreted as
right-limbed in any of the remaining combinations of outstretched limb and type of rotation
(all p > 0.2; Supplementary Material Table S1). Moreover, female participants showed a
statistical trend to perceive a larger number of right-limbed figures in the outward-rotation
condition of the leg-outstretched version of the experiment (M = 58.47%) than in the
outward-rotation condition of the arm-outstretched version of the experiment (M = 46.79%;
t47 = 2.497; p = 0.064), and no significant difference was observed between the arm- and
leg-outstretched versions of the experiment in the number of figures interpreted as right-
limbed in any of the remaining combinations of participant’s sex and type of rotation (all
p > 0.75; Supplementary Material Table S2). Finally, female participants showed a statistical
trend to perceive a larger number of right-limbed figures in the outward-rotation condition
(M = 58.47%) than in the inward-rotation condition (M = 42.86%; t27 = 2.616; p = 0.058) of
the leg-outstretched version of the experiment, and no significant difference was observed
between the inward- and outward-rotation conditions in the number of figures interpreted
as right-limbed in any of the remaining combinations of participant’s sex and outstretched
limb (all p = 1; Supplementary Material Table S3).

In the inward-rotation condition of the leg-outstretched version of the experiment,
male participants perceived a larger number of right- (M = 69.06%) rather than left-limbed
figures (M = 30.94%; t19 = 3.524; p = 0.036) in the RVF, and no significant difference was
observed between the number of left- and right-limbed figures in any of the remaining com-
binations of participant’s sex, outstretched limb, type of rotation, and hemifield of presen-
tation (all p > 0.3; Supplementary Material Table S4). Moreover, in the leg-outstretched ver-
sion of the experiment, male participants perceived a larger number of right-limbed figures
in the RVF (M = 69.06%) than in the LVF (M = 46.92%; t19 = 3.299; p = 0.030) in the inward-
rotation condition and a larger number of right-limbed figures in the LVF (M = 59.62%)
than in the RVF (M = 40.53%; t19 = 3.206; p = 0.037) in the outward-rotation condition, and
no significant difference was observed between the LVF and the RVF in the number of
figures interpreted as right-limbed in any of the remaining combinations of participant’s
sex, outstretched limb, and type of rotation (all p > 0.08; Supplementary Material Table S5).
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Finally, in the inward-rotation condition of the leg-outstretched version of the experiment,
male participants perceived a larger number of right-limbed figures (M = 69.06%) compared
with female participants (M = 44.71%; t46 = 3.121; p = 0.025) in the RVF, and no significant
difference was observed between male and female participants in the number of figures
interpreted as right-limbed in any of the remaining combinations of outstretched limb, type
of rotation, and hemifield of presentation (all p > 0.08; Supplementary Material Table S6).

The second ANOVA, which examined perceived spinning direction, showed: a signifi-
cant interaction between the hemifield of presentation and perceived spinning direction
(F1,85 = 11.654; p < 0.001); a significant interaction between the type of rotation and perceived
spinning direction (F1,85 = 3.994; p = 0.049); a significant interaction between outstretched
limb, participant’s sex, and perceived spinning direction (F1,85 = 6.002; p = 0.016); a signif-
icant interaction between the type of rotation, participant’s sex, and perceived spinning
direction (F1,85 = 7.763; p = 0.007); a significant interaction between the hemifield of pre-
sentation, the type of rotation, and perceived spinning direction (F1,85 = 5.376; p = 0.023);
and a significant interaction between the hemifield of presentation, outstretched limb,
participant’s sex, and perceived spinning direction (F1,85 = 4.576; p = 0.035). Participants’
laterality score did not correlate with the percentage of figures interpreted as spinning CW
(n = 89; r = −0.094; p = 0.382).

Participants perceived a larger number of CW- (M = 57.53%) rather than CCW-
spinning figures (M = 42.47%; t88 = 3.108, p = 0.005) in the LVF, whereas no difference was
observed in the RVF (CW-spinning: M = 46.53%; CCW-spinning: M = 53.47%; t88 = −1.443,
p = 0.305). Moreover, a larger number of figures were interpreted as spinning CW in the
LVF than in the RVF (t88 = 3.204, p = 0.002; Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Percentage of figures interpreted as spinning clockwise and counterclockwise according to hemifield of presenta-
tion. Note: CW, clockwise; CCW, counterclockwise; LVF, left visual field; RVF, right visual field.

Participants showed a statistical trend to perceive a larger number of CW-spinning fig-
ures in the outward-rotation condition (M = 53.57%) than in the inward-rotation condition
(M = 50.49%; t88 = 1.803, p = 0.075).

In the leg-outstretched version of the experiment, female participants perceived a
larger number of CW-spinning figures (M = 57.80%) compared with male participants
(M = 46.04%; t46 = 2.528; p = 0.030), whereas no significant difference was observed between
male and female participants in the number of figures interpreted as spinning CW in
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the arm-outstretched version of the experiment (female participants: M = 48.77%; male
participants: M = 53.36%; t39 = 0.965, p = 0.681). Moreover, female participants showed a
statistical trend to perceive a larger number of CW (M = 57.80%) rather than CCW-spinning
figures (M = 42.20%; t27 = 2.616, p = 0.058) in the leg-outstretched version of the experiment,
and no significant difference was observed between the number of figures interpreted as
spinning CW and CCW in any of the remaining combinations of participant’s sex and
outstretched limb (all p > 1; Supplementary Material Table S7).

Male participants perceived a larger number of CW-spinning figures in the outward-
rotation condition (M = 53.71%) than in the inward-rotation condition (M = 45.70%;
t39 = 4.152, p < 0.001), whereas no significant difference was observed in female partici-
pants (outward-rotation condition: M = 53.46%; inward-rotation condition: M = 54.40%;
t48 = −0.368, p = 1). Moreover, in the inward-rotation condition, female participants showed
a statistical trend to perceive a larger number of CW-spinning figures (M = 54.40%) com-
pared with male participants (M = 45.70%; t87 = 2.273, p = 0.051; Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Percentage of figures interpreted as spinning clockwise and counterclockwise according to type of rotation and
participant’s sex. Note: CW, clockwise; CCW, counterclockwise.

In the LVF, participants perceived a larger number of CW- (M = 56.99%) rather than
CCW-spinning figures (M = 43.01%; t88 = 2.613, p = 0.042) in the inward-rotation condition,
and a larger number of CW-spinning figures (M = 58.08%) rather than CCW-spinning
figures (M = 41.92%; t88 = 3.164, p = 0.009) in the outward-rotation condition. In the RVF,
no difference was observed in both the inward- (CW-spinning: M = 43.99%; CCW-spinning:
M = 56.01%; t88 = 2.210, p = 0.119) and the outward-rotation condition (CW-spinning:
M = 49.07%; CCW-spinning: M = 50.93%; t88 = −0.382, p = 1). Moreover, participants
perceived a larger number of CW-spinning figures in the LVF (M = 56.99%) than in the RVF
(M = 43.99%; t88 = 3.490, p = 0.002) in the inward-rotation condition, and a larger number
of CW-spinning figures in the LVF (M = 58.08%) than in the RVF (M = 49.07%; t88 = 2.678,
p = 0.018) in the outward-rotation condition. Finally, in the RVF, participants perceived a
larger number of CW-spinning figures in the outward-rotation condition (M = 49.07%) than
in the inward-rotation condition (M = 43.99%; t88 = 2.675, p = 0.018), whereas no difference
was observed in the LVF (outward-rotation: M = 58.08%; inward-rotation: M = 56.99%;
t88 = 0.558, p > 1; Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Percentage of figures interpreted as spinning clockwise and counterclockwise according to type of rotation and
hemifield of presentation. Note: CW, clockwise; CCW, counterclockwise, LVF, left visual field; RVF, right visual field.

Male participants perceived a larger number of CW-spinning figures in the LVF
(M = 56.35%) than in the RFV (M = 35.73%; t19 = 3.536, p = 0.009) in the leg-outstretched
version of the experiment but not in the arm-outstretched version of the experiment
(CW-spinning in the LVF: M = 56.19%; CW-spinning in the RVF: M = 50.54%; t19 = 0.911,
p = 1), and female participants showed a statistical trend to perceive a larger number of
CW-spinning figures in the LVF (M = 57.52%) than in the RFV (M = 40.03%; t20 = 2.570,
p = 0.073) in the arm-outstretched version of the experiment but not in the leg-outstretched
version of the experiment (CW-spinning in the LVF: M = 59.35%; CW-spinning in the RVF:
M = 56.26%; t27 = 0.424, p = 1). Moreover, in the leg-outstretched version of the experi-
ment, female participants perceived a larger number of CW-spinning figures (M = 56.26%)
compared with male participants (M = 35.73%; t46 = 2.858, p = 0.026) in the RVF, and no
difference was observed between male and female participants in the number of figures
interpreted as spinning CW in any of the remaining combinations of hemifield of presenta-
tion and outstretched limb (all p > 0.22; Supplementary Material Table S8). Finally, female
participants showed a statistical trend to perceive a larger number of CW-spinning figures
in the leg-outstretched version of the experiment (M = 56.26%) than in the arm-outstretched
version of the experiment (M = 40.03%; t47 = 2.460, p = 0.070) in the RVF, and no difference
was observed between the arm- and leg-outstretched version of the experiment in the num-
ber of figures interpreted as spinning CW in any of the remaining combinations of hemifield
of presentation and participant’s sex (all p > 0.08; Supplementary Material Table S9).

4. Discussion

In the present study, we investigated whether the lateralized presentation of rotating
ambiguous human bodies affects their perceived handedness/footedness (in which case
motor representations would be mainly involved) or their perceived spinning direction
(in which case visual representations would be mainly involved), or even both. Results
indicated that the lateralized presentation of the stimuli affected both their perceived limb
laterality and their perceived spinning direction, although the effect size was larger in the
latter (ηp

2 = 0.06) than in the former (ηp
2 = 0.12) case. In line with our previous studies with

ambiguous human silhouettes [1–6], with the exception of one out of three experiments
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in [6], the participants’ laterality score did not correlate with the percentage of figures
interpreted as right-limbed or spinning CW.

As regards limb laterality, participants perceived a larger number of right-limbed
rather than left-limbed figures. This effect corresponded to a statistical trend to interpret a
larger number of figures as CW-spinning in the outward- rather than in the inward-rotation
condition. These differences were significant in the RVF but not in the LVF, and a larger
number of figures were interpreted as right-limbed in the RVF than in the LVF. These results
are consistent with our previous studies showing that ambiguous human figures are inter-
preted more frequently as right- rather than left-limbed [1–3,5,6] and that a larger number
of such stimuli is interpreted as right-limbed in the RVF than in the LVF [4], indicating that
the left and right hemispheres can prompt a biased interpretation of ambiguous stimuli,
inducing the perception of right- and left-limbed movements, respectively. Therefore, the
present study corroborates the proposal of a hemispheric specialization in the embodiment
of observed movements, in line with previous studies with lateralized presentation of
stimuli showing an association between the hemispheric representation of the observer’s
body and the visual representation of the observed bodies [21–23]. Moreover, male but
not female participants perceived a larger number of right- rather than left-limbed figures
(corresponding to the fact that only male participants interpreted a larger number of figures
as CW-spinning in the outward- rather than in the inward-rotation condition), and the
number of figures interpreted as right-limbed was larger for male than for female partici-
pants (corresponding to a statistical trend indicating that male participants, compared with
female participants, interpreted a larger number of figures as CCW-spinning in the inward-
rotation condition). This result might indicate that the bias for the right limb could be
stronger in male rather than female individuals and seems to be consistent with the finding
that the advantage of left-handers in sport is larger for male than for female players [47–49].
However, this conclusion must be considered with caution because the larger proportion of
figures interpreted as right-limbed in male than in female participants was not predicted,
and it was due mainly to the inward-rotation condition of the leg-outstretched version of
the experiment (corresponding to the larger number of figures interpreted as spinning CCW
by male than by female participants in the leg-outstretched version of the experiment) and
more specifically to the inward-rotation condition of stimuli presented in the RVF in the
leg-outstretched version of the experiment (corresponding to the larger number of figures
presented in the RVF interpreted as spinning CCW by male than by female participants in
the leg-outstretched version of the experiment). Thus, also because every significant effect
including sex showed only a small to medium-low effect size (with ηp

2 ranging from 0.05
to 0.08) and because we observed inconsistent results in a previous study [6], this finding
should be corroborated by further studies specifically aimed at testing the hypothesis that,
body compared with females, males could exhibit a larger attentional and perceptual bias
toward the right side of others.

As regards spinning direction, participants perceived a larger number of CW- rather
than CCW-spinning figures in the LVF, whereas no difference was observed in the RVF.
This effect corresponded to the fact that participants interpreted a larger number of figures
as right-limbed in the outward- rather than in the inward-rotation condition in the LVF,
whereas no difference was observed in the RVF. Moreover, a larger number of figures were
interpreted as spinning CW in the LVF than in the RVF (corresponding to the fact that
participants interpreted a larger number of figures as right-limbed in the RVF rather than
in the LVF in the inward-rotation condition, and a larger number of figures as right-limbed
in the LVF rather than in the RVF in the outward-rotation condition). These results are
consistent with those reported by Alipour and Kazemi [24], who found analogous effects
by presenting the spinning dancer illusion in the two hemifields. With the exception of
that study, no previous research examined the effects of eccentricity on the perception
of the spinning direction of bistable stimuli. As suggested by Alipour and Kazemi, it is
plausible that the characteristics of optic flow, which can be represented by the motion
vectors on the visible surfaces of two rotating cylinders (one located in the LVF and rotating
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CW and the other located in the RVF and rotating CCW) may help to explain this trend.
In line with this interpretation, the study by Burton et al. [27] indicated that the right
and left hemispheres show a bias for the CW and CCW direction, respectively. Such an
optic-flow account may be criticized because it implicitly assumes a forward movement
(i.e., approach) rather than a backward movement (i.e., recession) on behalf of either the
observer or the stimulus. Nonetheless, it is important to emphasize how movements
receding from the fixation point are much rarer than those approaching to it (humans,
like other animals, usually move toward the objects they are looking at, and—from an
evolutionary standpoint—fast backward movements constitute an exception also for hu-
mans, who experience it mainly when traveling by car, train, or ship). Furthermore, also
as regards the stimuli used in this experiment, it is interesting to note how ambiguous
stimuli representing humans (regardless of whether they consist of dynamic point-light
displays or static silhouettes) are perceived more often as approaching/from the front than
receding/from the back [1–4,35,36]. In particular, Schouten et al. [35] have suggested that
an individual who is moving toward the observer should be a more relevant stimulus
compared with an individual who is moving away. Accordingly, the visual system would
assess the potential cost of misinterpreting others’ actions and intentions, and assuming
that someone is receding rather than approaching could be more costly compared with
assuming that someone is approaching rather than receding (in particular, the facing bias
would be congruent with the fact that approaching human walkers can convey a greater
level of threat compared with receding human walkers). Therefore, also due to the absence
of better alternative interpretations, the explanation based on the optic flow seems to be
the most plausible (as well as in line with the different biological relevance of approaching
compared with receding stimuli). As previously stated, the same hemifield-specific rota-
tional bias could account for the tendency to perceive stimuli as moving away from the
fixation point [21,42], a long since well-known perceptual preference that has often been
linked to the common experience of optic flow during forward locomotion [50–55].

As already stated, the hemifield of presentation showed a larger effect size on the
perceived spinning direction (with a medium-high ηp

2 for the relevant interaction) than
on the perceived limb laterality (with a medium ηp

2 for the relevant interaction). These
results corroborate our previous proposal that, differently from other tasks such as the
imagination of others’ actions [56–59], the implicit representation of others’ handedness
is affected more by visual than by motor processes during the perception of ambiguous
human silhouettes [1–6]. Noteworthy, the same conclusion about a relatively greater
role for motor and visual representations, respectively, during the imagination of others’
actions [56–59] and the perception of ambiguous human silhouettes [1–6] can be drawn
by the fact that a positive correlation between participants’ right-handedness and the
bias toward the right side of bodies is observed in the former but not in the latter task.
The crucial role of perceptual processes is also corroborated by the finding that a specific
training consisting in the visual presentation of right- and left-handedness can intensify or
attenuate, respectively, the advantage in predicting the outcome of right- rather than left-
handed actions [13]. Another factor possibly affecting the bias toward the right limb might
be stress, which is known to modulate hemispheric asymmetries, as well as cognitive and
sport performance [60–63]. On the other hand, non-invasive brain stimulation has gained
increasing popularity as a method to improve cognitive and sport performance [64–68],
and one could wonder whether combining brain stimulation and perceptual training might
exert even stronger effects in reducing the attentional and perceptual bias toward the right
limb observed in sport.

The fact that the effect of the hemifield of presentation on the perceived spinning rota-
tion overcame that on the perceived limb laterality could explain why in the present study
the effect size for the main factor “perceived limb laterality” was small (ηp

2 = 0.04) and rel-
atively smaller compared with that observed in our previous studies using similar stimuli
shown in central presentation, in which it ranged from medium (ηp

2 = 0.10; unpublished
data from [5]) to large (ηp

2 = 0.24; [6]). It should be also noticed that, differently from propos-
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als suggesting a role for embodiment in the hemifield-specific perceptual biases observed
during the perception of human bodies or body parts [2,4,21–23], Williamson et al. [42]
questioned the involvement of motor representations in biasing the perceived direction of
point light-walkers in the two visual hemifields, pointing out that the bias to report perceiv-
ing right-facing walkers in the right visual field was not observed exclusively with stimuli
representing human bodies. Aside from the differences in the experimental paradigm that
necessarily limit the generalizability of such a conclusion, it should be considered with
caution in light of our present findings, which show that when a possible confounding
factor such as the perceptual bias for forward-facing motion is controlled for by using
both inward- and outward-rotating stimuli, the hemifield of presentation biases both the
perceived spinning direction and—although to a lesser extent—the perceived limb later-
ality of ambiguous human bodies. Noteworthy, converging evidence seems to indicate,
regardless of the stimuli used, a similar pattern of results: in central vision, an attentional
and perceptual bias toward the right limb is observed when participants are required
to report the orientation (front/back) of static ambiguous human silhouettes [1,3], the
spinning direction (CW/CCW) of dynamic ambiguous human silhouettes [3,5,6], and the
facing direction (right/left) of masked point-light walkers [19,20]; in peripheral vision, as
also observed in the present study, such a bias is abolished in the LVF and increased in the
RVF [2,4,42]. A clearer picture of the role of visual and motor representations in lateral per-
ceptual biases toward the human body could emerge from future studies investigating—in
both central and peripheral vision—the correlations between the strength of such biases
for static ambiguous human silhouettes, dynamic ambiguous human silhouettes, and
masked point-light walkers. Further studies should also investigate the role of optic flow
and related hemisphere-specific rotational biases in the relationship between motor and
perceptual preferences (e.g., [43]; for reviews, see [69,70]).

Finally, it is worth addressing some possible limitations of the present study. First, we
asked participants to report the perceived spinning direction of the silhouette by indicating
which of two colored arrows represented their percept. Whereas such a response modality
undoubtedly unveils whether participants perceived a CW or CCW rotation, the association
between the perceived spinning direction and the perceived handedness of the silhouette
is obviously less straightforward, although reasonable. In order to legitimate our decision,
we would like to point out that observers can report more easily the perceived spinning
direction rather than the perceived laterality of ambiguous stimuli like those adopted here,
and nonetheless—as also found in the present study—a population bias is observed as
regards perceived limb laterality but not perceived spinning direction [3,5,6]. Therefore,
it is plausible that—at least on an implicit level—the perceived spinning direction of the
silhouette unveils its perceived limb laterality, an idea that would be strongly corroborated
if a positive correlation were found between the perceptual bias for the right limb observed
in studies with ambiguous human silhouettes [1–6] and the perceptual advantage for
right-limbed movements observed in sport studies [7–13]. Second, we discarded trials in
which participants moved their gaze from the fixation point through a visual inspection of
the video recordings of their face, acquired during the experiment, rather than by using an
eye-tracking device, which might reduce the precision of our exclusion procedure. This
limit could be overcome by resorting to eye-tracking measures in future studies.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
10.3390/sym13081349/s1, File S1: Supplementary Tables S1–S9. Table S1: Percentage of figures
perceived as right-limbed by female and male participants according to outstretched limb and type
of rotation; Table S2: Percentage of figures perceived as right-limbed in the arm- and leg-outstretched
versions of the experiment according to participant’s sex and type of rotation; Table S3: Percentage of
figures perceived as right-limbed in the inward- and outward-rotation conditions according to partic-
ipant’s sex and type of rotation; Table S4: Percentage of figures perceived as right- and left-limbed
according to participant’s sex, outstretched limb, hemifield of presentation and type of rotation;
Table S5: Percentage of figures perceived as right-limbed in each hemifield according to participant’s
sex, outstretched limb and type of rotation; Table S6: Percentage of figures perceived as right-limbed
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by female and male participants according to outstretched limb, hemifield of presentation and type of
rotation; Table S7: Percentage of figures perceived as spinning clockwise (CW) and counterclockwise
(CCV) according to participant’s sex and outstretched limb; Table S8: Percentage of figures perceived
as spinning clockwise (CW) by female and male participants according to outstretched limb and
hemifield of presentation; Table S9: Percentage of figures perceived as spinning clockwise (CW) in
the arm- and leg-outstretched versions of the experiment according to participant’s sex and hemifield
of presentation.
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